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Context and terms of reference

The inscribed WH property of the Defence Line of Amsterdam
Inscribed in 1996, n° 759, Provinces of Noord-Holland (NH), Utrecht (UT)
Brief description1:
Extending 135 km around the city of Amsterdam, this defence line (built between 1883
and 1920) is the only example of a fortification based on the principle of controlling the
waters. Since the 16th century, the people of the Netherlands have used their expert
knowledge of hydraulic engineering for defence purposes. The centre of the country was
protected by a network of 45 armed forts, acting in concert with temporary flooding from
polders and an intricate system of canals and locks.
Justification for inscription (ancient format):
The Committee decided to inscribe the nominated property on the basis of cultural
criteria (ii), (iv) and (v) considering that the site is of outstanding universal value as it is
an exceptional example of an extensive integrated defence system of the modern period
which has survived intact and well conserved since it was created in the later 19th
century. It is also notable for the unique way in which the Dutch genius for hydraulic
engineering has been incorporated into the defences of the nation's capital city.

The mission
The State Party of the Netherlands requested ICOMOS to carry out an advisory mission. It was
performed by Prof. Michel Cotte, ICOMOS adviser, between Monday 21st and Wednesday 23rd
September 2015 (see Annex A: Mission Programme). Dr Gail Higginbottom was present as an
observer.
The mission was organised and accompanied by Mr. Dré van Marrewijke from The Cultural
Heritage Agency of the Netherland, Ministry of Education, Culture and Science. The mission
successively visited a series of reference sites of the inscribed WH property of the Defence line
of Amsterdam (DLA) as well as the Nieuwe Hollandse Waterline or New Dutch Waterline of
Defence (NDW) (Annex A). The mission programme also offered possibilities for different short
thematic workshops with the scientists, administrative officers and regional/local authorities (see
Annex B: List of persons met by the mission). The final meeting allowed for a large global review
of the 4 main issues of the preliminary questions summarised in the “Terms of reference” (ToR)
for the mission.
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Terms of reference
The objectives of the mission were to examine:
1. The logic of the potential extension of the existing WH-site which would increase its
extent substantially;
2. The context of the Nieuwe Hollandse Waterlinie extension and the existing Defence Line
of Amsterdam property, including protection and management aspects related to urban
development;
3. The potential minor boundary modifications to the World Heritage property of the
Defence Line of Amsterdam, and their connection to the nomination of the extension;
4. The consequences of the above mentioned issues for the delimitation of the WH-site and
the extension, including the possibility and necessity of the creation of a buffer zone.
These initial terms of reference were complemented during the mission (opening presentation
PowerPoint) by two reformulations that reflected the main stakeholders’ concerns:
5. How to determine the limits of the new property, including buffering? (Partial rephrasing
of TOR 4)
6. How to realize the desired boundary modifications of the DLA? (Rephrasing of TOR 3)

Other documents considered by the mission: 2006 and 2013 Periodic reports, Report on
International Expert Meeting (2015), Atlas of the New Dutch Water Defence Line (2009).

Fig 1: Fort of DLA in Beemster Polder: an early 20thC military engineering using reinforced
concrete and low linear profile

Methodology
This report addresses the agreed “Terms of reference”, but also takes into account possible
overlapping and new items that emanated from the visits and dialogues. Sometimes the
mission’s view of facts lead to the reassessment of the TOR and in doing so, some associated
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issues of the TOR have been separated (created different sub-themes) and sometimes the
mission had to add or to underline some important concepts such as cultural landscape, water
management system, etc. which were not stated or made clear in the TOR.
The variety of local situations, and the important work already done by the State Party to analyse
these situations, meant that many times the mission was unable to answer merely yes or no to
some questions, which also lead the mission to having sometime balanced opinions. The sociohuman realities of the already listed World Heritage property and their powerful dynamics in past
years and in the future must be taken into consideration in order to be realistic and efficient for a
credible management policy.
The main goal of the mission was first to get a clear vision of any problems, and second, to try to
suggest possible ways of thinking or ideas that could lead to the sustainable conservation of the
heritage that would allow a good understanding of its Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) by
visitors and inhabitants.

2

Potential extension of the Defence Line of Amsterdam, TOR. 1

TOR. 1: The logic of the potential extension of the existing WH-site which would increase its
extent substantially.
The State Party intends to nominate the “New Dutch Waterline” (NDW) to the World Heritage
List in 2019. It has been on the NL Tentative List since 2011. It will be nominated as an
extension of the “Defence Line of Amsterdam” (DLA), which has been on the World Heritage List
since 1996.
The area of the NDW extension project is around 85 km long and 5-10 km wide, and runs from
the South Eastern part of the Defence Line of Amsterdam and Zuiderzee to the Lek and
Merwede Waal rivers (Northern branches of the Rhine delta). It forms a complementary defence
line from North to South at the western limit of the Holland region generally settled under sea
and river levels. The already WH listed DLA reaches 135 km in length and is similar in width to
that of the NDW.
The two defence lines have, simultaneously, similar and complementary tangible and intangible
attributes, but also important differences. The initial military purpose for both was the defence of
the low territories of the Netherlands (Holland), and was done by creating a “fortress” to protect
the most populated zone and the economic heart of the country. The specific quality of these low
regions made of polders, allowed the skilful capacity of the Dutch’s engineers to make a very
specific military defence line, using water for intentional flooding to stop a possible enemy
invasion. This way of military engineering is as old as the country itself, aiming to use
complementarity between all the items of natural and artificial waterways, pounds and polders to
produce a large and rapid inundation of selected low lands as a safety-zone, completed by a
fortified set of forts and bunkers built all along the main dike lines.
NDW was conceived and constructed after the Napoleonic wars, a period when the Netherlands
recovered their independence. Construction time lasted from the 1810s to the World War II,
showing a first main constructive period from 1815 to the early 1870s, and a following period in
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parallel to the DLA construction (1883-1920). For the NDW, it was a period for sectorial
improvements and the inclusion of some new defensive items (e.g.: series of shelters made of
concrete, adaptation of ancient forts to the new artillery, extension of inundation zones and etc.).
“New” Dutch Waterline means a complete reshaping and a new global design of the ancient
defence system coming from the classical period (17-18th Centuries). Indeed, the mains NDW
attributes remaining today are older than DLA and they come from the ancient fort construction
conceptions inherited from the Vauban period. E.g.: it used traditional materials for masonry like
bricks and wood, circular towers, etc.
DLA conception as a large and continuous ensemble issued from the European crises of the
1860-70s (European wars associated to the unification of Germany and Italy, French-German
war of 1870). It intended to complete and reinforce the NDW by making a new safety zone
around the main city of the Netherlands, generating a second “fortress” (Amsterdam) inside the
first one already existing (Holland).

Fig 2: General map of the extended property as
proposed by the State Party (September 2015)
The DLA & NDW together as an ensemble could show the wholeness of the defence system
built during the contemporary historical period, from early 19th Century to middle of 20th Century.
Construction techniques are not the same and they show clearly the transition between the late
period of classical military design, using mainly brick masonry, and the new one using concrete
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and reinforced concrete, with low general shape and partial underground constructions. The
later addition of numerous shelters confirms the new way of using materials in the defence
system. This will have important influence on the military design of defence line during 20th
Century: Ligne Maginot (France, 1830s), Atlantic Wall (Germany, Europe, 1940s).
The proposed ensemble will be a serial nomination with almost continuous components from its
northern settlement inside the Beemster Polder (already inscribed on the WH List in 1999, n°
899) to its southern part in the Rheine Delta.

ICOMOS assessment of TOR1: general


Extensions of inscribed properties having a similar or larger surface size than the initial
nomination (here the proposed extended surface is around 65-70% of the DLA) are not
exceptional and we have different examples. Among others:
o Mines of Rammelsberg, Historic Town of Goslar and Upper Harz Water Management
System (Germany, n° 623ter). The initial nomination was the Rammelsberg mine alone
and the associated city of Goslar (1990). The extension aimed to extend the WH
property to the global mine system and hydraulic system of the Harz Mountain (2010).
The initial inscription was around 363 ha and the extension over 1000 ha; the extension
of the buffer zone was also very significant. This was fully accepted both by ICOMOS
and by the WH Committee and it could be considered as a reference case.
o The Loire Valley between Sully-sur-Loire and Chalonnes (France, n° 933) was inscribed
in 2000; this large cultural landscape at the scale of a long river valley absorbed a
former WH listed place: the Chateau and Estates of Chambord, inscribed in 1981. That
lead to a completely new nomination with change of criteria and of the typology (from
monument and site to cultural landscape).



Extension of nominations including new types of constructions and new evidence:
o Levoča, Spišský Hrad and the Associated Cultural Monuments (Slovakia). The initial
property inscribed in 1993 was completed in 2009 by the city of Levoča, bearing
important new tangible and intangible attributes, at the scale of a complete city.

-
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Fig 3: Forts and engineering of the NDW illustrate the military construction paradigm of the 19th
century using bricks masonry, circular design and relatively high structure (This one was lowered
in early 20th; it initially had a supplementary level)

In different contexts, ICOMOS has already recommended to the WH Committee some large
extensions in terms of surface and/or in terms of attributes and significances. It completely
conforms to the Operational Guideline section “Significant modifications to the boundaries”
(2015, #165-167).
However, an ICOMOS evaluation may pay strong attention to the coherence of extended
properties in terms of geographical continuity or proximity, and in terms of complementarity of
attributes and meanings. Each proposed extension must have a real, visible and clear
contribution to the OUV of the already listed property.

ICOMOS assessment of ToR1: the DLA extended by the NDW
The NDW, as the proposed extension of the DLA, seems to meet all the general requirements
stated in the previous paragraph, on the basis of a preliminary assessment of integrity and
authenticity that was carried out. The present mission rapidly examined only a limited number of
emblematic examples; though the state of conservation, authenticity and integrity of the visited
component places seem satisfying.
The NDW contribution is fully in continuity of the already WH listed DLA. It is an historical and
military extension of the original Dutch defence system.

-
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In ICOMOS’s view, the name of the ensemble could be re-examined for a series of reasons;
particularly as the association of the extension name (New Dutch Water Defence Line) with the
name of the already listed property (Defence Line of Amsterdam) gives an incorrect
understanding that the extension of the NDW was done later than the DLA. It is exactly the
opposite though as NDW is an original historical name from the time it was constructed! If the
proposed extension is approved, then the name of the overall enlarged property could be reconsidered.

3

Protection and management aspects related to urban development, TOR. 2

TOR. 2: The context of the Nieuwe Hollandse Waterlinie extension and the existing Defence
Line of Amsterdam property, including protection and management aspects related to urban
development
Protections and regulations have been regularly updated and apparently significantly reinforced
by the State Party. The situation is well analysed for the inscribed DLA property in context of a
significant urban development and economic growth. For almost 20 years, from the inscription of
the DLA, the region of Amsterdam and its suburbs offered regular and important urban growth
and economic development, sometimes inside the property itself. The general protection at State
level will be applied for the extension, and harmonisation between provincial and local
regulations will process from the BARRO-directive (2011).
The general context for protection, an overview
The description is done for an important set of legal protections. Some are general and related
both to DLA and NDW; they are issued from very different authorities. Some are specially
related to the DLA heritage and landscape protection. On an historical basis of land
management by typical rules of the Holland region, specific regulations were progressively
implemented and reinforced from the end of the 1990s. The NDW has a similar situation, but is
also ruled by three different provinces. As with the DLA, there is now an increase in applying
rules of protection for the NDW, with an aim to reach the maximum level of national protection,
following the nomination process. We have also to take into account other regulations, e.g.
Nature regulations.
The situation for legal protection in force is:


Ancient military zone of forbidden constructions; it was a circular zone of 1 km radius
around the batteries both for DLA and NHW in which no one was allowed to build or
erect any structure; it shaped the territory of many villages and cities, and today is in both
the WH property and its buffer zone; it remains respected by many local zoning plans as
an area in which construction is forbidden;



Punctual protective situations of heritage arise from the application of national, provincial
and local laws and planning rules: state monuments (forts) and provincial monuments
(forts and other objects), protected townscapes, etc.;



2004: the Stelling van Amsterdam (DLA) designated as one of 20 “National Landscapes”
in the Netherlands;
-
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2005-2007: special programme for the DLA as WH site within the implementation of
boundaries with related rules and regulations placed into Provincial Planning Policy;



2011: The DLA as WH site was included in the National Spatial Policy Plan as “national
policy priority”;



2011: BARRO-directive sets rules to implement further spatial protective measures; that
concerns DLA and NDW;



2015: The Management Plan will draw up and layout for the implementation of the
BARRO-directive;



2017: The New Environment Act will give further rules and regulations for World Heritage
Sites.

The geographical situation of the properties has been taken into account in relation to their
social, economic and natural environment. These bear some positive long trends in terms of
protection, regulation and management for the properties, mainly:


Polder management and water control by the different Water Boards (one of the oldest
Dutch institution) and the recent evolution of using former flooding zones as new
inundation reservoirs, to take into account issues of climate change (Rheine delta zone);



The importance (number and surfaces) of natural reserves as wetlands in the Holland
region;



DLA as greenbelt of the City of Amsterdam, used as leisure area.

These socio-economic general trends could also bear negative long-term effects on the
protection, regulation and management of the properties, mainly due to:


The important and regular urban development of the city of Amsterdam as one of the
major European cities and of its suburbs close to the DLA property (Heemskerk,
Beverwijk, Velsen-Zuid, Haarlem, Hoofddorp, Schiphol…); at a more limited scale the
urban development of the Utrecht city for the NHW;



The parallel need for infrastructures for terrestrial transportation and associated facilities
(parking, train stations, etc.);



The Schiphol airport zone has national economic priority but it also controls the height of
constructions for security reasons;



The importance of current canal transportation in the DLA (Noordzee Kanaal) and in the
NDW (Merwedkanaal).

Main constructions and civil engineering plants affecting or threatening the DLA
From around 20 years ago, the urban and economic development of Amsterdam region led
to an increase in threats which had some notable impacts on the landscape’s integrity. The
more important places visited effected by development before and post inscription are:
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Before inscription, 1996: North-east of DLA, vicinity of Fort bil Veldhuis and Fort Aan de
St-Aagtendijk, inside the present WH property: the construction of some buildings very
apparent in the landscape; they were legally authorised before WH inscription; this
situation seems relatively exceptional inside all the property; one modern wind mill is also
present inside this portion of the WH property;



Post inscription, 1996-later: achievement of the A9 motorway inside the WH property
(North-East DLA); there is now some other projects affecting the WH property (NorthEast of DLA, between Fort bij Krommeniedijk and Fort bij Veldhuis): new access road to
link A8 and A9 and new train depot close to the railway line; visual impact studies for
these two projects were carried out by the State Party and submitted to the WH Center,
following which ICOMOS submitted a technical review in November 2015).

Fig 4: the different solutions examined for the new access way to A9
and parking associated with the existing railway line



A series of constructions and transformations have occurred in the zone of Schiphol, due
to the development of the airport, its facilities and the associated cities of Hoofddorp and
Schiphol-Rijk. These sometime occurred inside the WH property itself and very close to
the central attribute of the defence dike and associated canal. It seems that a complete
disconnection exists between the airport development and the cultural value of its
environment. Surroundings offer simply a surface of expansion with only socio-economic
constraints and functional opportunities.

-
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Fig 5: Works in progress inside the WH property of DLA in the vicinity of
Schiphol airport having very visible effect on landscape
Main civil engineering plants affecting or threatening the NHW


The reshaping of the entrance of the Merwedkanaal and the new lock project at its
junction with the Lek River; an important visual impact assessment is being carried out to
choose the best solution for this necessary improvement of this major inland waterway
from Rotterdam to Amsterdam.

General conservation and management policy
This section could be considered as the contextualisation for the consideration of TOR 2. It is
just a note of the main trends.
Management of the forts (45) concerns a variety of situations after the end of their military
function. They were sold to diverse private owners or sometimes transferred to local civil
authorities (municipalities, provinces, NGO). The first idea was to allow opportunities to
disengage the military forces of an obsolete defence system. Later it became a possibility to
diversify the forts’ reuse and to produce imaginative projects along the DLA, in touch with its
increasing role as a leisure area and green belt of Amsterdam. Management policies for the forts
issued a deliberate policy for the heritage management at the beginning of the 2000s, with
collaboration between private owners and heritage authorities. It is still active and it relies upon
two main items:


Refurbishing works for the forts, sometime important, are allowed for private as well for
public ownership, but under the control of Conservation Bureau; this aims to keep a high
degree of integrity and authenticity in the restoration-adaptation process of the forts and
their for reuse;



Forts and related sites must be living places, and public as well as private projects are
encouraged with the purpose to offer a large set of facilities for visitors, including pure
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heritage conservation, museum and interpretation centres, cultural or art centres, hotels and
restaurants, spas, etc.

Fig 6: Nekkerweg Fort, today transformed into a hotel and spa
by private owner including important works inside the fort
The mission has not resulted in a complete assessment of such policies, especially in terms of
integrity and authenticity (the mission only visited a limited number of forts); but visits gave an
idea both of the global conservation policy oriented to keep the visual authenticity of the forts,
and of the parallel socio-economic orientations aiming to develop forts, dikes and associated
canals and paths to offer a large set of real “living places” for visitors and inhabitants.
Some renovation work has been completed using a significant amount of private funds with a
limited amount of public funding (i.e. government). For example, Fort aan de Nekkerweg was
recently fully restored and reorganised by its private owner to be a touristic complex with a hotel,
restaurant and large spa (works estimated around 10 million €). The external vision of the fort is
very well kept but important works for a functional reorganisation of the internal space were
required, as large group of indoor and outdoor pools, and a new underground level for services
and reserves. Achieved fort refurbishing brought notable economic activity to the area, including
new touristic and leisure possibilities, local employment, and additional local incomes.
Nevertheless, at the present time, all the forts are not reused and important questions remain
open both relating to ownership, the choice of activity, the gathering a competent managerial
team and the funds for restoration.
The landscape management for the DLA and for the NHW depends of a series of global and
local contexts related simultaneously to the natural and cultural dimension of polders. It is
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possible to point out the constant and permanent importance of the water-management system,
as the basic and common feature for all the locations of the DLA and NHW. The inundation
lands, dikes, sluices and canals made the series of hydraulic attributes directly related to the
OUV.

Fig 7: Complete restoration of one of the three sluices of the Everdingen ditch fort
(NDW); hydraulic purpose is to reuse the former military inundation zone for new
reserve for potential flood of the Lek River (Rheine branch); it is done with great
respect to authenticity (design, material, surfaces appearance and function).

ICOMOS assessment of TOR2: implementation of the rule in context
From the time of inscription (1996), DLA is clearly a place for the continuous confrontation of two
opposite main forces: conservation of cultural heritage including cultural landscape versus urban
and economic development. Already in the nomination file, the conservation of the site was
presented as an exceptionally good example of the close location of one of the most important
cities in Europe. This provides a constant pattern of present forces for considering the
implementation of regulation and conservation policies and to understand the practical results of
those policies with successes and failures, for nowadays and for the future, as it was in past
times.
Consequently, the analysis of the present forces and of the main stakeholders’ (economic
forces, local councils and provincial authorities) ways of thinking is an important step to
understanding the situation and to anticipating its possible evolutions; on the other hand, each
local case is specific and there is a need to build local groups of stakeholders and to organise
specific debates related to the concerns of each one. In such context, all stakeholders must
share comprehensives measures of regulation. Measures may also comport a certain degree of
flexibility to be discussed, negotiated and really implemented by local authorities, owners and
contractors.
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Each specific final choice for a given project inside the property may involve minimisation of
impact on the attributes of OUV, including visual impacts (highness, volume, colour, quality of
design, etc.) and it must be compatible with regulations in force. Coordination of the different
public levels to implement regulations must be a priority. Heritage Impact Assessment prior to
any decision must be generalised for notable projects.
The instances of democratic dialogue for projects, the quality of preparatory works (architecture,
Heritage Impact Assessment to ensure compatibility with the expression of OUV, etc.) must be
permanently promoted and supported by authorities. The management system needs to have a
specific working group to organise stakeholder information and to organise meetings devoted to
specific project.
The identified and agreed attributes of OUV must be well presented to owners and contractors
within the constraints of heritage conservation. It is recommended to show the importance of the
meaning of heritage and its possible uses and citations within modern projects leading to pay
more attention to its environment and to its value. (E.g. related to airports: some years ago the
Ottawa airport offered an artist the possibility to carve a bas-relief evocating the line of the
Rideau Canal all along the arrival corridor and final staircases, before the time of the WH
inscription of the Canal).
Some socio-economic forces offer strong support to the long-term conservation and durable
development of the DLA and the NDW:
- Water Boards and new inundation reservoirs projects,
- Tourism and leisure in ithe vicinity of an important city (Amsterdam Green Belt),
- Conservation of nature and biodiversity of wetlands, etc.
The trend to reuse forts in a leisure and tourism perspective is also an important economic force
for local communities all along the property.

4

How to realize the desired boundary modifications of the DLA, TOR 3

TOR 3: The potential inclusion of some minor boundary modifications to the World Heritage
property of the Defence Line of Amsterdam, and their effect on the nomination of the extension.
At this time (September 2015), the State party, along with local and provincial authorities, has
studied a series of possible “minor modifications2” for the boundaries of the DLA WH property.
The proposal is apparently for 17 minor modifications, indeed more than 20 counting the subseries 16a to 16e. The proposal will include removing places with loss of value, which will lead to
proposed local reductions of the current WH property, but it is also the intention to propose some
local extensions of the property, mainly landscape areas. There will also be some corrections for
some current disaccordance between the accepted dossier and the official mapping.
This addition of small modifications, which simultaneously includes additions and diminutions,
might not change drastically the existing limits of the DLA but appropriate ICOMOS evaluation of
2

In the WH Convention sense, see Operational Guidelines, 2015, Minor modifications, # 163, 164 and annexe 11.
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a complete dossier for “minor modifications” will determine whether it is overall a “minor
modification” or not, and how it should be submitted to the WH Committee.
A minor modification must not modify the basic parameters of the initial definition of the property
relying upon the attributes expressing the OUV which include:


The tangible attributes expressing the main features and the history of the defence line:
dikes, canal, hydraulic equipment, forts, logistic paths, etc.



The inundation zone all along the defence line itself, that is the main surface of the property
that expresses continuity of the defensive flood arrangements (polders, water management,
hydraulic know-how, etc.).

The main influence of the proposed DLA revision as “minor modifications” upon the NDW
nomination is methodological. The steering group logically followed the same way to define the
NDW limits, based upon the same rules for the inventory of attributes, the same value and
landscape analysis.

Case study of the DLA in Schiphol vicinity (Geniedijk)
The mission noted that the main tangible attributes at Geniedijk were still present as individual
attributes, in good state of conservation: fort, canal and dike with an associated line of trees; but
that the immediate surroundings are very strongly affected by diverse constructions inside the
actual property boundary. The Southern canal side is impacted by a housing plot and an
important agro-industrial plant (fig. 5); the northern dike side is impacted by the development of
the Schiphol logistic park and strongly threatened by a project of new landing-strip with possible
direct impact on the attributes (line of trees could be a concern for landing / take-off security
reasons).
The Steering group proposal suggests diminishing drastically the property’s boundary to a
residual land strip including the dike, the canal, the line of trees and immediate back sides: a
green land of 150 m or 70 m south and of 50 m on the northern side including a service path.
These two lateral strips remained clear of any change because there are State properties issued
from the ancient military zone for maintaining the defence line in use.
This example clearly demonstrates that it has proved impossible to maintain the visual quality of
the entire property (15 000 ha / 135 km) since inscription, in context of private ownership of the
soil and a very favourable context for continuous urban growing and economic development.
Planning rules have failed to maintain intact the large and open landscapes everywhere. In this
extreme case of Schiphol airport (in the top 5 of European airports), the powerful economic and
political role of this large airport can be understood and its strategic importance, but so too can
its impact upon the OUV, particularly in the context of landscape. On the other hand, the
excellent conservation of the main attributes in the Schiphol zone is acknowledged, showing the
continuity of the DLA. In summary, while the landscape part of the property was locally strongly
impacted (7-8 km), one of the major clusters of the NL economic development fully respected
and respects the main DLA attributes as WH Heritage.
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On the other hand, the proposed “minor modification” project (September 2015) doesn’t examine
any addition of a buffer zone, as recommended nowadays by the WH Committee. This is also in
direct continuity with the initial nomination file dossier (1995), which was prepared during the
early introduction of buffer zones in World Heritage properties, and thus at a time when buffer
zones were not upheld as a strong recommendation.

Fig 8: Geniedijk in the vicinity of Schiphol airport: an obvious loss of landscape value but a real
conservation of tangible attributes of the DLA

5

Determination of the limits of the new property and buffer zone, TOR 4

TOR 4: The consequences of the above-mentioned issues for the delimitation of the WH-site
and the extension, including the possibility and necessity of the creation of a buffer zone.
Within the process already described, that of a method starting with “minor modifications” of the
DLA, the delimitation of the NDW extension as now planned relies on the same concepts as for
the DLA twenty years ago. Definition of the NDW extension will define large flooding zones,
mainly defined by their historical function (military use and hydraulic facilities) that reflects the
1995’ ICOMOS evaluation report which refers to a “military cultural landscape”:
The Stelling van Amsterdam, as a "military landscape," plays a controlling role in the
man-made landscape of The Netherlands. The military landscape and the agricultural
and urbanized landscape blend in a unique wav. [...]
ln terms of the categories of property set out in Article 1 of the 1972 world Heritage
Convention, the Stelling van Amsterdam is a group of Buildings. lt may also be
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considered to be a linear cultural landscape, as defined in the Operational Guidelines
<1995>, paragraphs 35-39.

In the case of the NDW extension, if a similar approach is followed, this would lead to the use of
similar concepts of a large and continuous property encompassing a defence line (forts, dikes,
canals…) and former military inundation zones.
The DLA did not have a buffer zone at the time of inscription but as various developments have
indicated, there is now a need to more formal protection of the setting beyond the property
boundary in some areas.
Adopting this approach has the following benefits:


Relative simplicity of the “minor modification” process for the DLA;



Application of similar definitions and familiar concepts to the NDW delimitation, as
already used by the original DLA nomination (1995);



Beside the “minor modifications” process for DLA, the final dossier will be done just for
the NDW extension, by refining and extending OUV definition and updating justification of
criteria;



Final extended property will rely upon ancient but clear concepts, common to the two
parts and easy to understand;



Easy extension of secured conservation concepts and management plan;



Easy merging of the two management staffs in a common group, based on the valuable
experience of the DLA team fully transferable to the NDW one.

The State Party has almost completed the work for this approach and the couple of projects
(DLA minor modifications + NDW extension) look coherent and relatively easy to implement
(definition of limits, regulation and management issues). We must not underestimate its
important advantages and efficiency, but important associated questions still remain with a risk
to impede future management (large property, difficulty to keep the continuity value of the
property related to its landscape, and, if the DLA model is fully followed, the absence of buffer
zone).


The mission was of the view that consideration should be given to defining the setting
(beyond the military landscape) for the existing property and for the proposed extension.
This would involve an accurate and individual landscape analysis for the way it supports
the property. This analysis would need to consider possible future high constructions
(e.g.: city or economic zone not directly visible at that time from the DLA & NDW line,
agro-industrial plant, wind farm project, and etc.).



Following such an analysis, then consideration could be given to how the setting might
be appropriately protected and where buffer zones could be defined.

-
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Conclusion and recommendations

Term of Reference n°1 was carefully examined both in general and in context of the DLA &
NDW, but there is no notable fundamental reserve to the extension; only the name of the
ensemble must be redefined to avoid some ambiguities.
For TOR n°2, the analysis of stakeholder groups in force led to an understanding of the social
and economic powers in context, and to recommending the development of appropriate
instances for information, debates and choices, namely to respect the property and the
expression of the OUV. It is really important to try to get well-accepted decisions by all
stakeholders and inhabitants, as best as possible. In addition, specific actions for economic
stakeholders are also recommended, to better communicate the OUV concept and to encourage
managers to make links between past and present, to use value of the place in business
communication; that could be important for future preservation of the DLA & NDW property.
A practical consequence of the socio-economic changes will certainly lead to adapting slightly
but permanently the management policy of the property, and to assessing regularly what is
occurring in the “real landscapes” of the DLA & NDW both within the property and its setting.
Resulting from this evolving and sensitive situation from the origin, some notable loss of value
can be noted in given places, impacting mainly the cultural landscapes aspect of the property.
Regarding TOR n° 3, the examination of the “minor modifications” of the DLA core zone shows
correct work by technical staff, under complete validation of the final dossier by ICOMOS and
the WH Committee. On the one hand it is an efficient method almost fully implemented by the
State Party (September 2015), and on the other hand it asks important questions and remarks
about: the real quality and significance of some landscapes? how to show the continuity? lack of
buffer zone?, etc. Finally, using a ‘causes and consequences’ approach can allow a complete
methodological approach by reusing the initial concept of the 1996 nomination in the NDW
extension.
ICOMOS has a specific concern with the question of buffer zones in the DLA & NDW case,
taking into account the current recommendation of the WH Committee and of the effective use of
this protection tool by the great majority of new nominations.
There needs to be an inventory of the setting of the property and its “vision cones”.
ICOMOS considers that following a project to clearly define the setting of the existing property
and of the proposed extensions, then the possibility of buffer zones needs to be examined at
minimum for sensitive parts of both components.
Effort for proposing a buffer zone for the DLA (include as an additional “minor modification”) and
for the NDW extension: tools and regulations must be similar; the mission suggests for this
difficult challenge for the DLA to make an enquiry of all the existing regulations of all the
immediate surroundings of the actual property, and to examine a possibility of a buffer zone by
addition of existing protections (local protection as municipal or provincial zoning could be
accepted).

-
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If there is to be no buffer zone both for the DLA and for the NDW extension, there needs to be
strong argumentation prepared to explain that situation and the way of protection for possible
visual impacts on the property coming from its surroundings.

ICOMOS, December 2015

-
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Annex A: Mission Programme
Date:

21 - 23 September 2015

Venue:

Defence Line of Amsterdam and New Dutch Waterline

PROGRAMME

Monday 21 September 2015 (evening programme)
17.40

Meeting in the Central Hall of Schiphol airport/train station (red-white meeting point)

18.00 - 19.00

Travel by car from Schiphol to Fort Resort Beemster

19.30 - 20.15

Start evening programme; welcome and introduction to the location from Joke Geldhof (Deputy of
the Province of Noord-Holland)

20.15 - 22.00

Dinner with an introduction to the Defence Line of Amsterdam and New Dutch Waterline

Tuesday 22 September 2015 (day programme)
9.00 - 10.30

Morning programme; objectives and context of the mission and introduction into the spatial
developments and conservation challenges of the Defence Line of Amsterdam and New Dutch
Waterline

10.30 - 11.50

Excursion from Fort Resort Beemster to Fort Veldhuis (HIA locations)

11.50 - 14.00

Travel to Villa Westend for lunch, short introduction to developments at Fort benoorden
Spaarndam over lunch.

14.00 - 15.00

Excursion to Geniedijk en Schiphol area with a stop at Aalsmeerderweg for an introduction to the
development plans around Schiphol Airport

15.00 - 16.00

Bus journey to Fort Kijkuit

16.00 - 17.30

Discussion on the challenges of the Defence Line of Amsterdam

17.30 - 18.30

Travel to the Malie Hotel, Utrecht for the evening programme

Tuesday 22 September 2015 (evening programme)
18.30 - 20.00

Freshen up at the hotel and (19.30) going to dinner location

20.00-22.00

Dinner and a welcome from Mariëtte Pennarts (Deputy of the Province of Utrecht) and short
presentation from Josan Meijers (Deputy of the Province of Gelderland and chair of the Linie
Commission)

22.00 – 22.30

Back to the hotel

Wednesday 23 September 2015 (day programme)
8.45-9.00

Start programme with a short introduction to the day programme

9.00-10.00

Excursion to Fort Everdingen, tour of the fort with an explanation of the water management system
of the New Dutch Waterline in past and present

-
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10.00-11.45

Cross the Rhine by ferry to Fort Honswijk, tour of the fort and explanation of the ensemble,
building phases and overall workings of the military system

11.45-12.15

Travel to lunch location, Vechten

12.15-13.15

Lunch at Vroeg with a short presentation on the World Heritage Volunteers

13.15- 15.30

Walk to Fort Vechten and discussion on the key questions relating to the nomination of the New
Dutch Waterline as an extension of the DLA

15.30- 16.30

Short introduction to the Waterline Museum and end of the Upstream Assistance Mission

16.30- 17.30

Travel to Schiphol airport/train station

-
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Annex B: Mission Participants
Date:

21 September - 23 September 2015

Venue:

Defence Line of Amsterdam and New Dutch Waterline

Monday 21 September 2015 (evening programme):








Michel Cotte (ICOMOS)
Dré van Marrewijk (national focal point for World Heritage/OCW),
Nanette van Goor (Defence Line of Amsterdam, province of Noord-Holland)
Joke (or Joanne) Geldhof (vice-governor of the Province of Noord-Holland, Defence Line of Amsterdam)
Caroline Bugter (New Dutch Waterline, province of Utrecht),
Loes van der Vegt (New Dutch Waterline)
Gail Higginbottom (Observer ICOMOS)

Tuesday 22 September 2015 (day programme)









Michel Cotte (ICOMOS)
Dré van Marrewijk (national focal point for World Heritage/OCW )
Lodewijk van Roij (cultural heritage office, State government/OCW)
Joost van den Boogert, only afternoon (cultural heritage office, State government/OCW)
Nanette van Goor (Defence Line of Amsterdam, province of Noord-Holland)
Caroline Bugter (New Dutch Waterline, province of Utrecht)
Loes van der Vegt (New Dutch Waterline)
Gail Higginbottom (Observer ICOMOS)

Tuesday 22 September 2015 (evening programme)










Michel Cotte (ICOMOS)
Dré van Marrewijk (national focal point for World Heritage/OCW)
Nanette van Goor (Defence Line of Amsterdam, province of Noord-Holland)
Caroline Bugter (New Dutch Waterline, province of Utrecht)
Mariette Pennarts (vice-governor of the Province of Utrecht)
Josan Meijers (vice-governor of the Province of Gelderland)
Jaap Ruiter (New Dutch Waterline, province of Gelderland)
Gail Higginbottom (Observer ICOMOS)

Wednesday 23 September 2015 (day programme)














Michel Cotte (ICOMOS)
Dré van Marrewijk (national focal point for World Heritage/OCW )
Joost van den Boogert, only afternoon (cultural heritage office, State government/OCW)
Nanette van Goor (Defence Line of Amsterdam, province of Noord-Holland)
Caroline Bugter (New Dutch Waterline, province of Utrecht)
Loes van der Vegt (New Dutch Waterline)
Alex Bishop (New Dutch Waterline)
Roland Blijdenstijn, only in the morning (New Dutch Waterline, province of Utrecht)
Menno Smit, only in the morning (New Dutch Waterline, municipality of Utrecht)
Sander Booms (municipality of Culemborg), only joined us at Fort Everdingen
Arie Bassa (Waterboard), only joined us at Fort Everdingen
Bas Krueger (Waterline-museum), only joined us at visiting the museum
Gail Higginbottom (Observer ICOMOS)

-
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Contact details of all the participants of the three days:




















Michel Cotte: cotte.michel@orange.fr
Dré van Marrewijk: D.van.Marrewijk@cultureelerfgoed.nl
Joost van den Boogert: j.vandenboogert@minocw.nl
Lodewijk van Roij: L.Roij.van@cultureelerfgoed.nl
Nanette van Goor: goorn@noord-holland.nl
Caroline Bugter: Caroline.Bugter@provincie-utrecht.nl
Loes van der Vegt: loesvandervegt@land-id.nl
Alex Bishop: axbishop@gmail.com
Roland Blijdenstijn: Roland.Blijdenstijn@provincie-utrecht.nl
Menno Smit: menno.smit@utrecht.nl
Sander Booms: s.booms@culemborg.nl
Arie Bassa: a.bassa@wsrl.nl
Bas Krueger: bas.krueger@waterliniemuseum.nl
Joke (Joanne) Geldhof: geldhofj@noord-holland.nl
Mariette Pennarts: secretariaatpennarts@provincie-utrecht.nl
Josan Meijers: j.meijers@gelderland.nl
Jaap Ruiter: j.ruiter@gelderland.nl
Gail Higginbottom: gail.higginbottom@anu.edu.au
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